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E-invoice Data Guidance for Elements (EDGE) – Defining Common Business Processes 
These standards represent the (1) minimum core business processes and capabilities essential to implement electronic invoicing1 for commercial products in the Federal 
Government, and (2) common capabilities that must be provided by solution providers identified as of the issuance of OMB M-15-12.  This document consolidates the definitions, 
standards, and capabilities from the Federal Acquisition Regulation, OMB A-123, and relevant best practices from commercial standards. These standards form the basis from 
which additional areas can be further refined (e.g. services, different types of contracts, etc).   
  
To support the Federal Acquisition Regulation, OMB A-123, OMB M-15-12, Federal government e-invoicing solutions should provide minimum automated functionality as follows:   

EDGE-01  Vendor Identification—Capability to uniquely identify contractors (or authorized third party(ies)) submitting invoices and attachments with official 
contractor and contract data by: 

 1. Requiring use of the FAR unique entity identifier as implemented in the IAE System for Award Management to identify contractors submitting 
invoices.   

2. Employing System for Award Management information on contractor payment location. 
3. Limiting collection of data element for any vendor registration.  If an e-invoicing solution will require separate registration or account creation until 

integrated with IAE, the agency/solution will minimize vendor burden by interfacing with IAE and limiting vendor data entry for registration to the 
minimum data elements required to authenticate for the electronic solution and specific workflow.  

4. Interfacing with paying agency’s systems to avoid duplicate data entry by the vendor.  
EDGE-02  

 
Invoice Submission—Provide capabilities for vendors (or authorized third party providers) to submit invoices in an electronic workflow that allows 
Federal agencies and contractors to track status and minimize manual interaction, view and edit invoice data prior to final submission, or otherwise 
manage invoice submissions.  
1. Support electronic file submission of invoice in one or more commonly used electronic formats.  
2. Support the capability for vendors to submit additional documentation or supporting documents for any transaction and for those submissions to be 

viewed by only federally authorized officials. 
3. Electronically prepopulate and/or associate data elements from other data sources using the procurement instrument identifier (PIID) and the 

reference PIID if appropriate.   
4. Support ability to identify users submitting and/or changing invoices.   
5. Enforce the collection of the mandatory data elements indicated by data standards. System should operate with appropriate internal controls to 

ensure completeness and consistency of transaction processing, and reporting.  
6. Support capturing any vendor discount offered as part of invoice. 
7. Support capability for vendors to independently check invoice status, estimated payment date, view payment history. 
8. Support use of workflow capability workflow that includes, but need not be limited to, receiving and accepting or rejecting of products and services 

from the invoice.  
9. Protect or mask sensitive data, such as banking information. 

 
EDGE-03  

 
 

Support automated upload of appropriate/designated procurement instruments—Support automated transfer or prepopulation of to-be-defined data 
elements from procurement instruments from agency Contract Writing Systems (CWS), shared services, or other centrally/jointly provided multi-agency 
solutions.   

1. Prepopulate elements in an invoice based on defined fields from a procurement instrument or approved source to reduce manual entry, redundant 
entry, and improve data quality.  
 

 

                                                            
1 As defined in OMB Memo M‐15‐19 of July 17, 2015 https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/omb/memoranda/2015/m‐15‐19.pdf  


